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ART NEWS

Grades

WILLOW CREEK ACADEMY
GRADES 1-8

We've been busy in the
art room and I wanted
to update you on our
program, what each
grade level has
accomplished so far,
and what’s to come!

Art
Program
Overview
Add
a subheadingdafd

Each grade level follows a sequential set of lessons that foster student creativity,
self-expression and critical thinking through hands on, interdisciplinary learning.
Lessons integrate core subjects and themes as students learn them in the classroom,
Students practice viewing, interpreting and discussing art from around the world;
use a large range of art materials for projects; and learn to assess, reflect and revise
their own artwork.

First Grade
Exploring the basic elements of art to recreate
and re-imagine the world
First graders began the art year by painting colorful
sketchbook covers. Like all grade levels, they regularly use their
sketchbooks in class to practice new drawing techniques,
respond to creative drawing prompts, and document their
surroundings with observational sketches.
Next, first graders have mastered painting skills and routines
through the creation of a colorful series of abstract line and
color studies. They even pushed their line studies further
through the creation of 3-D paper line sculptures.
Around Halloween they practiced their color mixing skills in the
creation of a pumpkin still life.
Most recently they made a landscape collage using textured
paper that we painted in class. They then used cardboard and
other reused items to print on branches and other details.

Second Grade
Learning to observe, record and share our
surroundings and feelings through art.
Similar to first grade, second graders began the year with a
painting unit. First they painted the covers of their
sketchbooks using warm or cool colors. Next they drew
inspiration from Wassily Kandinsky's "Color Study Squares
With Concentric Circles," and learned how to use the color
wheel to choose either "neighboring" or "opposite" colors for
their painting.
Next, we learned about symmetry while making hanging
paper sculptures.
Students are currently working on some very colorful circle
weavings.

Third Grade
Refining and expanding art skills.
Drawing Inspiration from nature,
famous artists and imaginations.
Third graders have been working on mixedmedia tree drawings. For inspiration
students observed the different trees
surrounding campus noting their various
colors, sizes and forms. They then compared
and contrasted them to the trees featured
in Albert Beirstadts famous paintings of
Yosemite Valley. Next, students looked at
tree illustrations by contemporary artist
Eloise Renouf and made a series of abstract
tree watercolors. Finally, third graders
observed the work of glass artist Dale
Chihuly and made hanging paper
sculptures.

Fourth Grade
Making connections between our
daily lives and the art world through
the study of Californian art and
exploration of various art based
careers.
Fourth graders began the year by exploring
various 3-D drawing techniques. First they
practiced by making contour line drawings of
candy. Next, they drew inspiration from the
photorealistic artist Glennray Tutor to make
multi-media marble collages. During this
process they experimented with various
watercolor techniques to paint the round
shape of the marble, then added shadows and
reflections using chalk pastels.
We're currently working on sewing mini
monster pillows which we look forward to
sharing with you soon!

5th Grade
Pondering art as a product of culture. The
study of art is also the study people, their
beliefs, cultures and history.
Fifth graders started the year by learning how to
draw their names in one-point perspective. Next we
worked on creating replicas of American Indian
artifacts for their social studies museum project.
Students worked with a large range of materials
and mediums including ceramics, sewing, weaving,
and jewelry making. Students then presented their
artifacts to 6th graders with their homeroom
teachers. Currently students are having a blast as
they design and sew their own ugly dolls.

Middle School Art

Art is a tool of expression. Different techniques and media can be used to express different
feelings, ideas and themes throughout history and different cultures.

6th Grade

Dante Styles

We began the year by making photo-montage self portraits
out of old magazines. Students observed the work of Hannah
Hoch, an early surrealist collage artist. She used her work to
comment on political and societal hardships in Germany
during both World Wars. In response students made their own
collages where they used symbols to represent personal
interests and beliefs, and manipulated scale to create
emphasis.
Next, students learned the Mexican paper cutting craft of
"Papel Picado" to celebrate Dia de los Muertos. Students
learned about the Mexican Holiday with Ms. B in Spanish class.
Finally, 6th graders fine tuned their one-point perspective
drawing skills in the creation of cityscsapes.

Ruby Hanson

7th Grade
7th graders began the year with a colored pencil unit. First they practiced various techniques
with a series of object still-lives, then they really showed off their talent in the making of
personal coat of arms. Students explored the idea of symbolism by studying the history of
medieval heraldry. Once finished with their coat of arms they wrote artist statements detailing
the meaning of each symbol they drew. Next up, students will explore the art form of
embroidery, my personal favorite.

Kadence Wayne

Hilary Knowles

Finnegan McGrane

8th Grade

Ellie Lipsitz, Berry Holub, Joselyn
Alvarez-Torres, Trinity Chancellor

8th graders began the year with a watercolor unit.
First they practiced various techniques with a
series of small paintings, then they used their skills
to create large painted quote posters. Each
student was asked to pick a quote they felt
personally motivated by and use artistic elements
(color, fonts, etc.) that related to the meaning.
Students then wrote artist statements to explain
the meaning behind their quote and how they
chose to depict it.

Maeyana Vogt
Enzo Condit
Abby Cannon

